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Abstract—Serious Games can benefit from the commercial
video games industry by taking advantage of current
development tools. However, the economics and requirements of
serious games and commercial games are very different. In this
paper, we describe the factors that impact the total cost of
ownership of serious games used in educational settings, review
the specific requirements of games used as learning material,
and analyze the different development tools available in the
industry highlighting their advantages and disadvantages that
must be taken into account when using them to develop a serious
game.
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I.

challenging the players to explore and overcome specific
problems, serious games are gaining interest in teaching and
training students. Serious games have been successfully applied
to different domains such as health [6]–[9], marketing [10],
research [11], and to multiple other disciplines, where they
have proven to increase student motivation in the learning
process [12]–[14] stimulating their focus and concentration [5],
[15], [16]. Studies have shown SGs increasing academic
performance [17]–[19] and providing an optimized learning
process [20], [21], as part of a growing set of experiments that
prove the effectiveness of correctly designed and implemented
serious games [22]–[26].

INTRODUCTION

Digital games have increasingly gained relevance in society
to the point of becoming one of the most popular forms of
entertainment. The total revenue of the digital games sector, in
the US market alone has grown from USD 2.6 billion in 1996
to over 15.4 billion in 2013 [1]. The digital games sector has
suffered a moderate slowdown in the last years [1] due to the
economic crisis, but is still able to generate massive revenues.
For instance, in September 2013 Rockstar released Grand Theft
Auto V, which generated more than USD 1 billion in retail sales
during its first three days on sale, being the fastest
entertainment product to reach this milestone, including digital
games and feature films [2], [3]. However, those big budgets
and numbers are orders of magnitude removed from those of
serious games or educational games.
Digital games, when used to further goals such as health or
education rather than simply entertain, are called serious games
(SGs) [5]. Continuous education, at all ages, is becoming one
of the great priorities for our society, and increasing student
motivation, always an important problem in education, is now
more relevant than ever. Since large and diverse portions of the
population already play games regularly as part of their daily or
weekly routine, serious games are a powerful tool to increase
student engagement and motivation. Games provide players
with challenging and immersive environments where they can
fail without consequences. This safe, failure-tolerant
environment allows players to experience situations from
different points of view, or experiment freely and exercise their
curiosity circumstances that are good precursors of learning.
By providing constant feedback to the player, games can be
used for procedural learning [4]. And by motivating and

Fig. 1. Factors that influence adoption of serious games, from
http://gamesandlearning.org

However, to generalize the use of games in formal
education settings, educators need additional support. Beyond
positive reviews by other teachers, games that include
assessment, tracking and other classroom management features
are strongly preferred (see Fig. 1). Evidence of educational
impact is also important. Both factors can be addressed by
using new game learning analytics techniques. However, these
techniques need to be applied early and often, ideally starting
during the design stages of the SG and continuing through the
final implementation. Additionally, once a game has been
considered educational content, it should remain available and
ready to use regardless of technological changes or platform
evolution. The decision to benefit from SGs or forego their
usage completely hinges on the total cost of ownership (TCO)
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of the game including the cost of developing, fine-tuning,
deploying and maintaining such a game.
This paper describes and analyzes the main factors that
contribute to serious game TCO, and proposes strategies to
keep this TCO in line with the SGs’ requirements (including
budget and maintainability). Section II describes the different
lifecycle models for Serious Games. Section III analyzes
different approaches to educational game development, mostly
applicable to the game developers themselves. Section IV
compares the different types of tools from a developer
perspective. Finally, Section V presents our conclusions and
outlines future work.
II.

SERIOUS GAME LIFECYCLES

The growth of the games industry and market is echoed by
a corresponding growth in game development. There are
different methodologies and authoring tools that improve the
game development process, which requires a careful integration
of multidisciplinary skills and efforts [27]. Furthermore, for
SGs that have an educational purpose, this process is even
more demanding, as not only are budgets much smaller: it is
also necessary make the educational aspects of the game work
while maintaining high player engagement [28].

Multiple online sources advocate the use of COTS for
classroom learning experiences, such as [29], [31]. Civilization,
Age of Empires II, CSI, Limbo, Universe Sandbox, The Sims 2,
Rollercoaster Tycoon, Sim City 4, Imperium and Tropico are
only some examples of these kind of games used to teach
history, forensics, criminal justice, physics, social sciences,
civil engineering, business management etc.
Using COTS in the learning process is often more costeffective than developing serious games from scratch [32].
However, finding a COTS game that can be used to teach a
specific set of learning requirements may be impractical – such
a game may simply not exist. Additionally, COTS games may
require substantial modification to provide the type of game
learning analytics and classroom support that teachers would
take for granted in actual serious games. While it is possible to
completely forego this support and rely on sharing game-play
experiences through traditional classroom interactions, the lack
of in-built support for evaluation requires more effort for
teachers in COTS-used-as-SGs than in pure SGs.

A. COTS games
Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) games are, as their
name indicates, commercially available digital (computer or
console) games that are designed for entertainment rather than
educational purposes. Some of these games can be given an
alternate use in classrooms. However, making effective use of
commercial games in the classroom requires careful though on
how to extract this unintended pedagogical value. Indeed, as
the following quote from [30] illustrates, certain games can be
used to illustrate many more topics than teachersmay initially
expect:
“While some might assume that Zoo Tycoon might have
application for biology, zoology, and ecology from the title
alone, many would be surprised to learn that some of the
other primary content areas for this game are economics,
business, marketing, and mathematics”.
The ability of the teachers to find and convey these
educational aspects of the game is less relevant that their
knowledge of the curriculum with which they are working to
successfully achieve educational objectives [29]. And because
the commercial games are not made to teach content, they will
not be sufficient as the only teaching tool. Quoting from [30]:
“As the designer, you will need to identify where there
are gaps and inaccuracies in the game content, and where
the strategies the game supports for solving the challenges
do not align with your learning outcomes (e.g., trial and
error vs. reasoned thinking) or may lead to misconceptions
or an incomplete picture of the content and skills.”
Before using these games, the teacher must research how to
best integrate the game into the classroom. The fixed duration
of classes is a significant constraint when planning and
implementing game sessions in schools [29].

Fig. 2. Summary of COTS advantages and disadvantages

B. Games as a Service
Another second way to provision serious games in learning
environments is to hire the services of specialized companies
that provide both the game and the associated infrastructure “as
a service”. These businesses use learning games as services to
train students and employees or to provide tools to aid in their
instruction. An example is GameLearn [33], which provides
games for improving employee skills. One of their games-as-aservice (GaaS) is Merchants, which focuses on improving
negotiation and conflict-resolution skills, while another,
Pacific, provides leadership and team-management training. A
very different GaaS, Classcraft [34], aims to transform any
classroom into a role-playing game that fosters stronger student
collaboration and encourages better behaviour [34]. Classcraft
allows the teachers to introduce personalized questions in the
game and rewards the students with in-game bounties.
GaaS provide a set of benefits, such as an easy integration
with the learning process, control and monitoring tools, and
useful training, among others. GaaS are designed to be quickly
integrated with the teacher’s learning process providing at least
a web-based platform that enables teachers and students to
easily manage all the complexities on the game without
installing software. GaaS, unlike COTS, also have an analytics
layer that supports student assessment to give a clear view of
how the game is being played. GaaS teach a series of soft skills
such as leadership, team management, productivity, negotiation
and team work, among others. Their cost it is considerably
lower than the costs of developing a serious game from scratch.
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However, there are some concerns that should be taken in
consideration. The collected data in stored on the servers of the
company supporting the game, which may result in data
privacy concerns. The game’s internationalization might
suppose a problem if the desired language is not supported by
the game. Additionally, GaaS companies are mostly interested
in building a game once and serving it repeatedly to different
corporate customers. Therefore, they are scarce or non-existent

Fig. 4. Summary of GaaS advantages and disadvantages

in knowledge areas that are in lower demand across the
enterprise.
C. Pre-existing Serious Games
These are games that, unlike COTS, have been developed
specifically for learning specific topics. Unlike GaaS, the client
only has to pay for the game once (if at all – many are freely
available), and unlike COTS, the game is specifically designed
with learning goals in mind, making it much more amenable to
classroom use.
There are many examples of specialized games. For
instance, learning a new language has become a demanded skill
in our society. Duolingo [35] is the perhaps the most influential
language-learning game, and has been proven to significantly
increase the overall average language skills of its
players[36],[37]; while offering study courses for languages
such as English, Spanish, French, German, Italian, Portuguese,
Irish or Russian. Citizen Science [38]allows players to attach a
real-world context to the research that is done to understand
fresh water science. CodeSpells teaches programming. Relive is
a first person 3D game developed by the Italian Resuscitation
Council, using the Unity engine, which instructs on CPR
protocol methods. Relive focuses in preparing its players to
intervene in cases of cardiac arrest, offering two different game
modes: a story mode where the player must achieve certain
objectives in order to move forward; and a tournament mode,
based on a simulated emergency scene.
As in COTS, even though there are many specialized SGs,
sometimes it can be hard to find an existing specialized game
that suits a specific pedagogical goal. However, if the teacher
does find one, they are certainly the easiest way to introduce
game-based learning into a classroom.

Unlike GaaS, some specialized games might not provide
learning analytics functionalities. In order to implement the
learning assessment support, the total cost will increase. On the
other hand, if the game provides learning analytics
functionalities, the collected data privacy policy must be
considered. There might be data privacy concerns if the
collected data is stored on third-party servers. If the game is
executed locally and does not store player data in external
servers, data privacy concerns are greatly reduced.

Fig. 3. Pre-existing SG advantages and disadvantages

D. Developing serious games ad-hoc
There are authoring tools that simplify such a complex
endeavour, even to the point of not requiring any programming
skills. For instance, Adventure Game Studio or RPG maker
both allow the development of an adventure or role-playing
game without writing a single line of code. These tools contrast
with general-purpose environments, such as Unity, ShiVa or
Game Maker Studio, which allow the creation of much more
complex games of different genres, and are suitable for amateur
and indie developers, and even for professional studios of much
greater size and budget.
While authoring tools assist with the actual game code,
developing a game requires the use of a dizzying array of
additional programs to manage and create the graphics and
sounds that will make it come to life. Image editors, 3D editors
–such as Maya, Blender or 3DS Max–, sound authoring tools,
and so on are highly specialized, and commercial game budgets
are often dominated by game asset development, as such
artistic elements are often termed. Even in low-budget SGs, it
is often necessary to hire a graphic designer for some assets,
buy others, and/or search for freely available alternatives.
Developing a game also requires the choice of the
platforms where it is going to be played and what data is more
important or relevant for the course or for students. The
widespread use of the Unity game engine, providing an easyto-use graphic user interface editor, has increased the amount
of people interested in game development, including
professional development teams, small indie developers and
people with limited programming skills and development
knowledge.
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different features such as assets, input/output, network
connections, the rendering pipeline, etc.

Fig. 5. Ad-hoc SG advantages and disadvantages.

The option of developing a game from scratch is, without
doubt, the most expensive in terms of time and resources: it
requires the use of multidisciplinary skills –design,
implementation, content creation, etc– in order to scaffold,
code and flesh out the game. Furthermore, the costs are
increased if an additional layer of learning analytics is required.
On the other hand, developing a serious game ad-hoc provides
the highest amount of control over the final result. This is
relevant when the learning requirements are very specific or
demanding.
III.

GAME DEVELOPMENT AND APPROACHES

There are a many of different tools available for digital
game development, depending on factors such as game genre,
purpose, platform, team size or available budget. These tools
have in common the little support provided for any activity
related to the design of the game. This limitation is especially
relevant at the very beginning of the process, when the team is
focused on capturing and evolving the concept of the digital
game into a stable design ready for implementation.
This section provides a concise overview of the state of the
art in game development tools, structured into four
subsections.
A. AAA
In the authoring tools industry, AAA –pronounced “triple
A”– is a classification term used for authoring tools intended
for teams with the highest development budgets and levels of
promotion or the highest ratings by reviewers. An authoring
tool considered to be AAA is therefore expected to be high
quality, and focused on the development of high quality games
– a.k.a. AAA games. To achieve this goal, these tools provide
optimized features needed in a game (artificial intelligence,
physics engine, animations, level design, etc.) as well as
support for the roles that take part in the development
(programmers, graphic artists, testers and designers). Their user
interface is intended for experts, focused on implementation
and advanced features provided by the tool to create the game,
and leaving aside the features that would allow for rapid
prototyping of game ideas.
Among other features, these environments provide an
engine that abstracts platform-dependent features from the
game code. AAA authoring tools are designed by and for
programmers experienced in game development, and manage

Regarding content creation, level designers can create new
content for the game without modifying any code from the
engine itself. These editors also provide authoring tools for
animations and assets targeted at artists with little or no
programming knowledge. CryEngine and Unreal Engine are
two outstanding examples. Developed by Crytek and Epic
Games respectively, they were initially used to create two
successful commercial entertainment games (Unreal
Tournament and FarCry), and have been actively improved
ever since. Both have been used in dozens of other commercial
games across different platforms (consoles, PC and mobile
devices) and feature multiple licensing tiers, which can
represent a substantial portion of the game development
budget. For example, the highest tier for Unreal Engine 4
requires 5% of the total game profits.
B. All in one
The AAA tools previously exposed are very powerful but at
the same time their cost is too high for most developers. The
team that created CryEngine numbers nearly 300 gamedevelopment professionals from over the world. There are
other semi-professional tools created for teams with lower
budgets.
One of the most popular is Unity, an all-in-one (AiO) tool
equipped with all the necessary modules to configure all the
aspects of a game, including the ability to export for different
platforms (consoles, PC, Mac, Web and mobile devices).
Currently, it is also being used for mobile development by
professional teams. Nintendo’s Wii U video game console uses
Unity as the default software development kit (SDK) including
a free copy with each Wii U developer license.
AiO tools lack native support for content creation, which is
done with other tools such as Maya and 3D Studio.
C. Frameworks
The main focus of these tools is to provide lower-level
access to the game engine. In this section we can find engines,
frameworks and libraries focused on digital games, which can
be commercial or free, and are designed so that the
programmer makes use of its desired development environment
(Eclipse, NetBeans, IntelliJ, Visual Studio, etc.). Examples are
libGDX, Ogre3D or Allegro.
In general these tools require advanced game programming
knowledge and can also target different platforms.
D. Specialized tools
These tools have less functionality and potential but they
simplify the game creation process in order to bring them to a
more casual public. They are mostly used in education, aimed
at teachers and students to allow them to make simple games
with a high educational value. One of the first examples is
GameMaker, developed by Mark Overmars. Scratch [39] is
another popular tool, where kids learn to program while they
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create digital games [40]. eAdventure [41] is a tool that started
out with the goal of allowing teachers to create educational
games; it focuses on the development of two different types of
2D point-and-click games: first person, where the scene is seen
through the eyes of the main player, and third person, where
the player is represented as an avatar in the scene.
IV.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE DIFFERENT KIND OF
TOOLS

The use of the different types of tools has effects on the
monetary costs, time, and the end result. It is important to have
a deeper understanding about these tools and their applicability.
Below we analyze some of the properties to consider.
A. Platforms

AAA tools are specialized in high budget professional
games and deploy to the highest amount of platforms. Their
engines can create games with the latest and greatest graphics
quality, physics and technologies. On the other side,
frameworks and specialized tools have more platform
deployment restrictions. Generally they provide support for one
or two platforms (i.e. Windows and Android). As an exception,
the libGDX framework supports development for Windows,
Mac, Linux, Android, iOS and HTML5.
Unity has the industry-leading multi-platform support.
Unity can export to a very wide range of devices across
different platforms. IOS, Android, Windows Phone,
BlackBerry and Tizen are the main mobile devices platforms,
and are all supported by Unity. For the desktop environment
Unity can export to Windows, Windows Store Apps, Mac,
Linux and Steam OS (Linux). Unity also targets the web
through its Unity Web Player plugin or by directly exporting
to WebGL. The past and current generation of game consoles
have sold an important amount of units, as we can see in Fig. 7.

Fig. 6. Multi-platform game development time costs comparison
between the traditional method (top) and making use of a
tool/framework (bottom).

One of the first things that should be considered in a game
development is the set of target platforms that it should be
runnable in. In serious games, the most common environment
is the desktop, where the three main Operating Systems are
Windows, Mac and Linux. With the expansion of mobile
devices,it is increasingly frequent to find games developed for
mobile platforms, such as Android, iOS or Windows Phone.
Some tools do not have the capacity to export the game for all
these platforms, and lack of support for the chosen platforms
often determines tool choice. Fig. 6 illustrates the time-savings
realized by using multi-platform game development
frameworks or tools.

Fig. 7. Consoles sales as of 14th November 2015, from
http://www.vgchartz.com/

Unity allows the developers to target PlayStation 4,
PlayStation 3, Xbox One, XBox 360, PlayStation Mobile,
PlayStation Vita and Wii U free of charge. Publishing to a
console requires an additional approval process that varies from
platform holder to platform holder. Unity also provides support
for Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality platforms such as
Oculus Rift, Gear VR and PlayStation VR. Microsoft
HoloLens support has been announced –as of April 29, 2015–
and is still under development as of November 2015. Other
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platforms supported by Unity are Android TV, Samsung Smart
TV and Windows Universal Platform.
The difficulty to publish games on different platforms must
be considered by the developers when choosing a desired
engine or framework. For instance, while libGDX does a good
job of easing deployment to different platforms, multi-platform
deployment typically entails multiple rounds of debugging and
additional testing. The libGDX code base is written in Java and
provides great cross-platform integration between desktop –
Windows, Mac, Linux– and Android devices as long as the
developer keeps the source code compatible with Java version
6 during compilation. For HTML5 deployment, libGDX uses
Google Web Toolkit to compile the source to highly optimized
JavaScript code that runs across all browsers.
Unity offers a faster solution by providing a user interface
for the deployment process. Unity’s solution requires less
platform-specific knowledge from the developers and can
speed up the development process. There is typically some
minimal effort required, such as integrating with each
platform’s store for in-app purchases.
Developing games with technologies that might get
discontinued and deprecated is arisk that can be prevented by
carefully choosing the most suitable development framework
or engine. For instance, Science Pirates: The Curse of Captain
Brownbeard is a case of an educational game that is now
difficult to play because of an obsolete target platform. The
proposed solution is to invest in maintainable game
development frameworks or engines that can deploy to multiple
platforms from the same codebase, that are properly
documented, have the support of active communities and
provide features that can satisfy the game’s requirements.
B. Game mechanics and interactions
Another thing to keep in mind is the kind of game and the
mechanics that must be developed. Games may vary in
features, mechanics, and user interaction. Some tools only
support the development of a specific type of games, especially
the specialized tools –eAdventure focuses on point’n’click
game development– that generally only allow the development
of one or two genres. RPG Maker is a specialized tool targeting
RPG games. AAA and all-in-one tools allow the creation of a
much broader spectrum of game genres, e.g. platforms, first or
third person shooters, adventures, simulations, strategy games,
etc.
Specialized tools provide easier ways to create simple
games, faster and with lower costs because these games require
fewer scripts and elements, and their graphic user interface
editor is highly optimized for the creation of a specific game
genre. A caveat is the difficulty to innovate or add new features
to these kinds of games. As an example, while eAdventure,
allows the creation of point’n’click games in few hours
assuming pre-existing graphical assets, with all mechanics and
characteristics that characterize the adventure graphics games,
adding additional game mechanics, such as 3D shooting minigames, would be difficult or impossible.

C. Features
In order to choose the best game development framework
or engine, the nature of the graphics –2D or 3D– must be taken
into consideration. Some tools can only make 2D games. It is
necessary to keep in mind that not all the tools have the same
affordances for development.
Unity supports both approaches, but it was designed mainly
for 3D game development while libGDX, which has been
originally designed for 2D games, also supports 3D. Unity has
officially supported 2D development since the release of its 2D
module, introduced in Unity 4.3 (November, 2013). The 2D
dedicated engine in Unity was introduced because of the
specific challenges in 2D game development, for instance the
use of sprites. Unity’s 2D module introduced tools to work
with sprites and a physics specialized for 2D mechanics, tiles
editor, sprite animations, masks, improved packages manager
and a better performance for the 2D engine.
Game development frameworks are different than game
engines because they provide different features. Game
development frameworks are a collection of lower level
libraries, tools and other frameworks used to create games.
Game engines encapsulate powerful logic designed to create
games and provide more high-level features. Game engines
may have a graphic user interface editor while a framework is
mainly code-based. Unity has a visual editor that can increase
development speed. Developers have to consider whether the
tool is actively supported or there is a risk of it becoming
discontinued. The frameworks and engines have to
continuously update their features with the new emerging
technologies, improving the game's development workflow and
guaranteeing that deployment to newly-appeared platforms will
remain an option.
Also, engines such as Unity and Unreal have been designed
considering the profiles of game developers and also designers,
providing easy-to-use drag and drop editor user interfaces.
They also provide asset stores, repositories of different kinds of
assets –graphics, sounds, game objects, etc.– that can either be
downloaded for free or for a fee.
Yet another important feature is ease of testing. Engines
and tools that export to mobile devices allow the developers to
test the game in the platform while the game is developed.
Having to export the game to a different platform every time a
new feature must be tested or to find and fix a bug can be
tedious. It is important that the tool allows the game to be
easily played from within the same platform that it has been
developed in. Engines like Unity or Construct2 have this
property, but not all frameworks do. For example, while
libGDX does allow such testing, AndEngine or E3roid do not.
D. License and Cost
The license of a game development framework or engine
may be a critical factor when choosing which to use. In order to
be competitive, Unreal Engine’s license has been made free,
with the condition of paying a 5% royalty on purchases of
games and applications released by the developers after the first
USD 3,000 of revenue per product per quarter.
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LibGDX is licensed under Apache 2.0 and maintained by
its user community. The code is open source, available at
GitHub. Developers can use it free of charge, without strings
attached in commercial and non-commercial projects.
Unity has a free version –the Personal Edition– available to
developers with revenue under USD 100,000 in the previous
fiscal year. Unity’s Professional Edition license has a minimum
cost of USD 75/month and packs additional features not
available in the Personal Edition: customizable splash screen,
Unity Analytics Pro, prioritized bug handling, Game
Performance Profiling, Unlimited Revenue and Funding,
professional editor skin, etc. Unity offers support to large
enterprises with its tailored Enterprise Solutions, a package
with additional features such as source code licensing, ondemand support and volume discounts available on Unity
licenses. Unity Education aims to support learners, educators
and educational institutions through special offers on licenses,
content, services and resources –e.g. Professional Skills
Standard and Curricular Framework– a grand program for
secondary institutions, discounted tickets for students and
faculty to Unity's Unite developer conferences, etc.
E. Documentation
The framework or engine documentation reduces the
developer’s learning curve and is an important factor to
improve reusability and maintainability. The documentation is
composed of several kinds of documents and contents such as
wikis, code documentation, manuals and tutorials, example
code and demos, books and additional third-party and
community support.
Wikis help developers understand the tools’ abstract –and
most important– concepts. Manuals and tutorials teach “best
practices”, code examples and demos. An active community
helps the developers with specific problems, issues and
misunderstandings which can be used to further clarify the
documentation and direct tool improvements.

Tag popularity at
StackOverflow

StackOverflow is a well-known developers’ question-andanswer [42] with a large number of easily-searchable questions
on game programming [43]. As of November 2015 there were
+2500 tags about Corona framework, +7300 about libGDX,
+10400 about Cocos2D, and +13600 about Unity, as illustrated
in Fig. 8.
F. Performance
Performance is another key factor considered by the
developers when choosing a game development framework or
engine. By using game development frameworks, developers
can achieve better performance than a fully-featured game
engine, since they generally do not provide so many canned
game features. Some game development frameworks, such as
libGDX, allow developers to access low-level programming
APIs to squeeze the most performance from the underlying
graphics technology – currently, either OpenGL or DirectX.
A good example of framework is libGDX, which focuses
on avoiding garbage collection for Dalvik/JavaScript by careful
API design and the use of custom collections. It also provides a
single code base for all the platforms which greatly increases
code maintainability (see Fig. 6). Additionally, it recommends
using the Facade programming pattern to isolate platformspecific code, and provides utility methods to check the
platform in which the code is being run.
The Unity AiO game engine leverages its GUI editor to
allow developers to drag’n’drop game entities and components
into the game scene, with the possibility of adding behaviours
as C# or JavaScript code snippets. Unity also provides
environmental variables to easily check the current platform,
allowing the execution of platform-specific code. The GUI
editor allows fast changes in the objects’ positions or
appearances, and uses the same code snippets for all the
targeted platforms.

15000

Tag count

Community size is closely related with the tools’ efficiency,
effectiveness, and growth potential. It is important to consider
not only the documentation, but also the community behind the
tool. The community’s main goal is to help developers –indie
or professional teams– resolve their unexpected problems and
doubts. In addition, one of the key components of software
engineering is reusability, and in this case it is important to
consider the contributions of the other game developers that
use the same tool. Unity has an official documentation
composed of source-code documentation, feature manuals and
tutorials exemplifying the creation of different types of games.
Furthermore, Unity has a community with easy find tutorials
and developers eager to help with solutions.

10000
5000

G. Educational assessment
0
Corona

LibGDX

Cocos2D

Unity

Most frameworks and engines do not consider educational
assessment. However, the serious games created with these
tools can and should use additional services or tools to enable
educational assessments and learning analytics.

Fig. 8. Tags popularity about some game development tools in
StackOverflow community http://stackoverflow.com/
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executed when a set of external properties are satisfied, at the
start of each game scene. An adaptation profile execution may
change the content of the scene in terms of available objects,
puzzle difficulty, etc.

Fig. 9. Learning Analytics architecture at RAGE project.
http://rageproject.eu/

Most game development frameworks and engines do not
provide direct support for educational assessment. For
example, libGDX has no direct support for any educational
assessment mechanism. The developer must integrate any
specific educational feature, which costs both time and
resources. Developers using frameworks that lack the support
for educational assessment mechanics should not develop the
required features’ infrastructure from scratch. As we can see in
Fig. 9, developing a learning analytics infrastructure from
scratch is an effort-consuming activity due to its complexity.
Instead it is recommended to integrate a service that
provides a similar functionality out of the box. There are
different analytics services available, each providing different
features, and differentiated by target platform, cost, specific
reports, data storage policies, and so on. Google Analytics is
the de-facto industry standard for web and cloud-based
analytics and dashboards. It provides a Rest API that can be
used through all platforms but lacks official Software
Development Kits on many platforms (e.g. Sony’s PlayStation
4 or Microsoft’s Xbox One). Google Analytics offers data
visualization tools and the ability to define custom dashboards.
Game Analytics is an alternative to Google Analytics that adds
an extra layer of functionality and reports designed for games.
Flurry Analytics offers similar features to Google Analytics,
while eliminating certain thresholds. Although these analytics
services were not created specifically for learning assessment,
they can be adapted for this purpose.
Unity offers, in its Professional Edition license, the Unity
Analytics Pro feature. Unity Analytics Pro gathers data from
the game and transfers that data to cloud-based storage. The
gathered data is processed, analyzed and sent to the Unity
Analytics Dashboard. Like Google Analytics, it is very
business-oriented, but can be adapted to provide a layer of
learning analytics.
eAdventure was designed to create games with educational
purposes in mind. It allows the developer to integrate specific
educational features, such as adaptation profiles or evaluation
profiles, within the game. Each profile is composed by a set of
rules where a condition must be satisfied in order to trigger a
series of effects. Developers can define different ways to
evaluate or adapt the game in order to target the game to
different kinds of contexts and public. Evaluation profiles can
generate XML reports for automated processing or HTML
reports for a game instructor or player. Adaptation profiles are

Realising an Applied Gaming Eco-system (RAGE) is a
project developing an open source infrastructure to deploy
learning analytics and other educational assessment features.
RAGE aims to develop, transform and enrich advanced
technologies from the leisure games industry into selfcontained gaming assets that support game studios at
developing serious games easier, faster and more costeffectively. The project assets will be available along with a
large volume of high-quality knowledge resources through a
self-sustainable ecosystem, which is a social space that
connects
research
institutions,
gaming
industries,
intermediaries, education providers, policy makers and endusers [REF]. One of these assets is the Learning Analytics
asset, which allows teachers to monitor students and receive
alerts and warnings depending on the student’s game state,
progress or score. The learning analytics asset provides a
tracker client available in different programming languages,
including JavaScript, Java and C#, which can be integrated
with other frameworks and game engines such as libGDX and
Unity.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

The rise in economic relevance of the game industry has
increased the number and quality of tools to create games.
There is a large game development community and a broad
spectrum of authoring tools, some aimed at the creation of
specific games, such as eAdventure, for point’n’click games,
and others designed to create a much broader variety of game
genres, such as Unity.
While there are tools to create a wide range of different
games genres, serious games have special requirements and
there is still no proven and widely-accepted approach to create
an effective SG. The developer must choose the best options
depending on the game requirements, and considering factors
such as the target platforms, desired interactions and
mechanics, game genre, learning objectives, time constraints,
and resources and supported technologies. Therefore, there are
many aspects to consider and some of the technical
characteristics are frequently neglected.
In this paper we have introduced and analysed the main
aspects that a developer has to consider before choosing a
specific tool to develop a game, or before choosing to develop
a game at all. A game development framework might be
preferred in cases where the developers already know the
required programming language and the game requirements are
aligned with the framework’s features. Frameworks are chosen
over game engines by developers that want to learn or exercise
the core principles of game development and by small work
teams. Developers with high time constraints may choose a
specialized authoring tool in order to optimize the time spent
developing the game. All in one (AiO) authoring tools might be
the best option for most developers since they balance the
amount of provided features, learning curve and targeted game
mechanics. Unity is probably the most influential AiO tool,
excelling in many of its provided features, and is able to
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compete with some AAA tools in some graphics features while,
at the same time, being able to support multi-platform
deployment and compete with game-development frameworks
in terms of control over the game. However, Unity still requires
programming.
Our analysis reflects that most of the available tools for
creating games are conceived for the general game market and
lack specific assessment features to analyse player behaviour or
learning aspects. Only some specialized tools have these
features (e.g. eAdventure) and those tools usually do not
provide other relevant characteristics (e.g. multiplatform
support).
Furthermore, the demand of SGs adapted to specific
scenarios is growing, as we see teachers trying to integrate
serious games within their classes and educational curricula.
However, these teachers rarely have the programming skills
that they would need to modify and adapt these games for
different scenarios.
As final conclusion, one of the largest gaps in learning
games is the lack of a software ecosystem that facilitates the
creation of video games for educational purposes. There is
also a lack of tools that can be easily integrated with the games
in order to assess the learning outcomes through analytics
while providing the main features listed in Section IV, such as
exporting to several platforms, having a large quality
community, efficiency and effectivity, etc. Through the
different cases reviewed in this paper we have also identified
the necessity of a software ecosystem that would facilitate the
adaptation of serious games to specific scenarios and needs,
such as allowing teachers to adapt existing games for their
classes (using COTS) without programming knowledge. Some
of those aspects are being currently addressed in the H2020
European project RAGE, which develops, transforms and
enriches advanced technologies from the leisure games
industry into self-contained gaming assets (modules) that
support game studios at developing applied games easier,
faster and more cost-effectively. A key and relevant asset is
the entire infrastructure required to simplify the application of
learning analytics in serious games.
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